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Respondent has moved to dismiss this Complaint on two grounds: 

1. That the Complaint is solely subject to FERC jurisdiction and that the Commission con

sequently lacks subject matter jurisdiction over it. 

2. That the rate complained of is applicable to a group of CornEd customers, of which the 

complainant is only one member, making the Complaint a class action, which the Com

mission would not be permitted to entertain. 

As to the first ground: 

PJM is a regional power transmission organization whose Members are primarily whole

sale producers and/or purchasers of electricity. As such, it is required to operate across 

State lines, and is regulated by the FERC. It is (or should be) primarily concerned with 

the optimizing of power flux across its transmission lines, and with governing the finan

cial and other relationships between its Members. It can properly concern itself with its 

Members' customers only insofar as their activities directly affect the loads and demands 

on the power grid, and in accordance with the PJM Open Access Transmission Tariff 

("PJM Tariff'), the Amended and Restated Operating Agreement ofPJM Interconnec

tion, LLC ("Operating Agreement") and/or the Reliability Assurance Agreement Among 

Load Serving Entities in the PJM Region ("RAA Agreement"). These documents have 

been duly filed with the FERC and are explicitly referred to in the PJM Behind-the-Meter 

Generation Business Rules ("BTMG Rules") document filed with this tribunal by the Re

spondent as 'taking precedence in the event of any conflict or ambiguity between these 

rules and the filed documents'. It is noted and accepted that the documents referred to in 

Respondent's 'Motion to Dismiss' as Attachment C were also duly filed with the FERC, 

and may be considered to have been incorporated in the PJM Tariff. 



The cited documents ("PJM Foundation Documents") specify in detail how power usage 

and transmission between and among the organization's Members shall be measured and 

computed, and also make provision for the calculation of payments to be made between 

and among its Members in respect of the wholesale supply and usage of power across the 

network. Excluding retail users of electric power who are themselves Members of the or

ganization, none of the PJM Foundation Documents give it the authority or right to de

termine any aspect of the. rates charged by its Members to their respective retail custom

ers. The provisions in the various documents regarding Behind-the-Meter Generation 

("BTMG") concern the calculation of its influence on loads and capacity obligations for 

the network and its Members; they neither refer to nor are relevant to the determination 

of the charges levied by individual utilities on their respective retail BTMG customers for 

the supply of electric power. 

While PJM may properly make recommendations to its Members as to appropriate meth

ods of calculation for retail rates, particularly under more complex circumstances such as 

BTMG, these proposed methods can only be regarded as recommendations, with no ba

sis in law or regulation, unless and until they have been approved by the authority 

charged with overseeing the individual utilities' retail rate structures. It is PJM, not the 

Commission, which should be held to be without subject matter jurisdiction in this Com

plaint. 

Furthermore, even if, for consistency, the wording of Attachment C in Respondent's Mo

tion to Dismiss is held by the ICC to be applicable to the calculation of the load on which 

Complainant's Capacity Obligation should be based, Complainant notes that the load cal

culation set out in the BTMG Rules and used by Respondent for the computation of his 

Capacity Obligation is not consistent with that described in Attachment C, in that the 

provision to which Complainant specifically objects - that the net load for each hour to 

be used in the calculation not be less than zero - is nowhere to be found in the document 

submitted to the FERC. 

Respondent states that: 'if the Complainant does not make the appropriate contribution 

under the methodology, other customers would be required to make up his contribution. 

This would be contrary to the widely accepted theory that the cost causers are the ones to 

pay the costs'. This argument is circular. If the methodology being used by CornEd to 

calculate the costs caused by Respondent is incorrect, it is irrelevant to any argument 

about the appropriateness of correcting it that this may adversely affect other customers. 

As noted above, it would also appear from Respondent's submissions that the "PJM Rev-



enues" derived from Complainant's BTM Generation, would, in any event, be calculated 

on a basis which Complainant would find acceptable if it were to be applied to the calcu

lation of his charges. 

As to the second ground: 

Respondent notes and accepts that the Commission is not permitted, by Illinois Statute, to 

accept class actions. Complainant's action is not and has never been a class action. Com

plainant is concerned that the methodology being used to calculate the Capacity Charge 

that he will be paying in the current and future years is incorrect and may result in an 

overcharge on his account. He expects that a decision in his favor would result in an ap

propriate modification of the calculation methodology for his account and a consequent 

cost saving/correction for him. It is no part of Complainant's duty or intent to require 

CornEd to change its Capacity Charge calculation methodology for all hourly rate net 

metering customers, though he recognizes that, in the event that his Complaint is found to 

be justified, it is possible that the utility would feel it appropriate and/or necessary to do 

so, to avoid having to deal with potential future Complaints about the same issue. 

Respondent appears to be arguing that, because Complainant is a member of a group of 

customers affected by the matter of his Complaint, the Complaint is automatically con

verted into a class action, giving Complainant no effective remedy against it. This would 

potentially provide Respondent with an effective defense against any Complaint (howev

er blatantly improper the alleged action provoking it) provided that it could show that it 

was treating a number of its other customers equally improperly. This cannot have been 

the intention of the Legislature in framing the rules governing the ICC. 

For all the above reasons, Complainant, Peter R. Fletcher, respectfully requests that Respond

ent's Motion to dismiss his Formal Complaint be denied. 

Respectfully submitted 

Peter R. FI er 
6092 Angel Lane 
Lisle 
IL 60532 
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